INTRODUCTION
Competing finite element methods exist for modeling fluid-solid interaction such as velocity potential and displacement, (r/I" us), pressure and displacement, (PI,us ), and displacement and displacement or displacement-only, (u" us) 1 . Displacement-only finite element models for fluid-solid interaction are attractive because a model for a compressible, inviscid fluid is obtained from a model of a linear, homogeneous and isotropic (LHI) elastic solid by simply setting the elastic shear modulus, G., equal to zero; therefore, existing elastodynamic codes can be utilized for modeling fluids.
A trade-off for model simplicity is the introduction of spurious modes in the fluid portion of the finite element solution and code modification for modeling tangential 'slip' conditions at fluid-solid boundaries. Research in spurious mode control is mainly in the context of frequency domain methods for stuctural mechanics. To date no studies are known that consider spurious modes and their control in finite element simulation of pulsed ultrasonic waves. For cases presented, spurious modes are generated in the fluid at the edge of the source aperture because applied surface traction or pressure ends abruptly at the edge. An aperture model is presented that takes applied surface traction at the aperture edge to zero via a smooth transition. The smooth transition suppresses the spurious modes. For comparison it is shown that no spurious modes are generated in an elastic medium with the original, abrupt transition at the edge, but spurious modes develop as the shear modulus approaches zero.
SPURIOUS MODES: BACKGROUND
In an initial frequency-domain eigenvalue study of a fluid contained in an elastic structure, Hamdi et. al. [11 suggested that spurious or 'circulation modes' arise because the discretized finite element energy tunctional appropriate for the fluid does not strictly enforce irrotation of displacement in the fluid, \1 xu, = O. They introduced a penalty method [2] to enforce fluid displacement irrotation in an approximate asymptotic fashion. Later work by Olson and Bathe [3] showed that the penalty method can reduce spurious modes for certain classes of fluid-solid problems such as computation of resonant frequencies of fluids in arbitrarily shaped cavities, but was not generally applicable. As an alternative to the penalty method, Olson and Bathe [4] employed a three-field method, velocity potential/displacement/hydrostatic pressure (r/I" u" Po,) , that approximated correctly classes of fluid-solid problems that the penalty method could not, such as a solid vibrating in a fluid bath. Chen and Taylor [5] employed 'reduced integration' of the fluid stiffness matrix to suppress spurious modes with non-zero eigen frequencies. Unfortunately, reduced integration produces extra unwanted modes known as 'hour glass' modes [6] [7] because the fluid stiffness matrix becomes rank-deficient. The extra hour glass modes are removed by performing a 'subspace projection' on a consistent (unlumped) mass matrix. In more recent work by Bathe et. al. [8] and Wang and Bathe [9] , a three-field 'mixed element' approach is developed which suppresses spurious modes. Their field variables are pressure, displacement and a vector 'vorticity moment', (p" u" Aj), respectively. They utilize sophisticated elements which interpolate all three field variables within each element. Wang and Bathe [9] assert that spurious or circulation modes arise because a displacement-only formulation is employed and fluid-solid interface (slip) conditions are not carefully enforced. They argue that circulation modes do not arise because fluid irrotation is not strictly enforced. Bermudez and Rodriguez [101 suppress spurious modes in a fundamentally different manner by adopting first order Raviart-Thomas triangular elements. In these elements the degrees of freedom are the components of fluid displacement at the midpoint of each edge of an element and normal to the edge. Continuity of displacement normal to each edge is enforced across lSubscript '/' refers to fluid while subscript '8' refers to solid.
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DISPLACEMENT-ONLY FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
Transient finite element methods for modeling two-dimensional and axisymmetric pulsed waves in elastic [12] [13] and viscoelastic [14] materials have been developed. Recently, Xue [15] has extended the program's capabilities to include pulsed waves in fluid-solid systems with curved boundaries as a model for acoustic microscopy. Xue modeled the fluid as inviscid and compressible and chose a velocity potential [16] as the unknown variable in the fluid. Velocity potential, CPt, is related to fluid particle velocity, V" by 'ilcp, = p,v,; therefore, irrotation of fluid velocity (displacement) is identically satisfied. The velocity potential method gives a symmetric matrix form for the finite element equations but velocity potential and solid displacement are coupled by time derivatives of the solid displacement, it., and the velocity potential, ~" at fluid-solid boundaries.
Specifically, the resulting finite element matrix equation is [15] :
where AT is a column vector representing the surface area of the fluid-solid interface and Ii, = -lIl,dt (2) is the external forcing function on the surface of the fluid. Interface boundary conditions imposed via numerical time derivatives are potentially unstable. In contrast, no time derivatives of variables along the fluid-solid boundary are required in the diplacement-only formulation.
The governing partial differential equation (PDE) for an LHI elastic medium is
The governing PDE for an LHI inviscid, compressible fluid follows from eq. 3 if the shear modulus, G., is set to zero and the solid bulk modulus is set equal to that of the fluid, K, = Ks; therefore,
The appropriate variational expression for the fluid [3] is where the right hand side represents external normal forces applied to the fluid boundary. The variational expression for an elastic medium is presented elsewhere and will not be repeated here [13] [15] . Four-node isoparametric quadrilateral elements approximate the fluid and solid displacements, (url,uz/) and (ur.,uzs ), respectively. The resulting finite element matrix equation takes the following form
Equation 6 is solved by marching in time with an explicit central difference scheme to approximate time derivatives. Mass matrices are lumped to simplify matrix inversion and a 3 x 3 Gaussian quadrature method is employed to integrate each element of the mass and stiffness matrices. Mass and stiffness integration is said to be full; no reduced integration is used.
The appropriate fluid-solid boundary condition, (iI, -iI.) . n, = 0, implies normal displacement is continuous and tangential displacement IS uncoupled or slips along fluid-solid boundaries. A tangential slip interface condition is an appropriate model for low viscosity fluids such as water. Special interface elements have been developed [17] [18] for imposing general slip conditions. Alternatively, a no-slip interface condition, (iI, -iIs) = 0, is simple and does not require special interface elements. The no-slip condition requires no modification of existing elastodynamic codes; therefore, a no-slip fluid-solid interface condition is attractive for cases where differences between slip and no-slip conditions do not seriously affect the desired result. ,.=2SjU11
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fit) = -~ [1 -cos( ~wot)] cos(wot), (8) where Zt = PtCt is the acoustic impedance. A surface pressure of this form produces a normal surface displacement, uz(r, 0, t) = girl/it), 0::; wot ::; 671. The normalized time dependence of the applied surface pressure and resultant surface displacement are plotted in fig. 2 .
In previous work [12J-[15J radial dependence, girl, of the surface traction was modeled as an ideal piston or radial step function , that is,
where 'a' is the aperture radius and subscript 'P' denotes ideal piston. An alternate form for g(r) that approximates the ideal piston model as ro -t 0 is 
{ -2rrZ, is, !iT gi(r)rdr} li=P, F j(t) Q;(r)j(t)li=P, F
where Qi(r) is a 2 x 1 matrix and !i is the shape function matrix [13] . In the finite element implementation, the components of Q;(r) are summed to give a single radial scaling function that transforms surface pressure to total force on the fluid free surface as a function of 'r'. Radial scaling functions are plotted in fig. 4 that correspond to the radial pressure distribution functions, gp(r) and gF(r) , plotted in fig. 3 .
SPURIOUS MODES: DEMONSTRATION
Surface plots of radial and axial displacement in a fluid half-space are shown in figs. 5-7 2 . In fig. 5 an ideal piston model, gp(r), is employed and spurious modes are observed at the aperture edge. The unwanted modes are relatively more pronounced in the radial displacement plot, fig. 5(b) , which is reasonable because the spurious modes are associated with shear waves. The . spurious modes appear to be non-propagating and centered about the aperture edge or rim. Figure 6 shows that the spurious modes are reduced when a Fermi function, gF(r), is employed with 2The plots are elongated in the axial direction because of unequal scaling by the plotting program (MATLAB). The unequal scaling gives the appearence of anisotropic wavespeed in radial and axial directions. edge, but spurious modes develop as the shear modulus approaches zero. A general slip interface condition for curved boundaries must be incorporated into the displacement-only finite element model for proper modeling of low viscosity fluids such as water.
